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We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run
and underestimate the effect in the long run.  _Roy Amara
To our friends and families,

Thursday, October 5, 2017

Slideless is an early-stage enterprise software startup. Our Digital Pathology Management
System (DPMS) helps Anatomic Pathology labs migrate from glass microscopes to digital
imaging.
In September, Slideless doubled-down on its work with the Pathology and entrepreneurial
communities:
●

Slideless completed the StartUp Health Masterclass, an invitation-only accelerator for life
science businesses in New York City. The 2017 cohort included startups from four
continents, who received training and feedback from a pool of full-time professional
coaches, and a community of 100+ StartUp Health entrepreneurs.

●

Slideless has advanced to the semi-finals of the Accelerate Michigan Innovation
Competition. On November 16th, we’ll join 36 companies competing for AMIC’s
million-dollar purse. Join us at Masonic Temple in Detroit - c lick here for tickets.

●

Slideless gave a paper and Grand Rounds at the Moffitt Cancer Center in Tampa, FL.
We conducted Discovery Encounters with physicians, researchers, and administrators,
and identified specific applications. We also met with Moffitt’s vendor ecosystem to
explore DPMS integration opportunities.

●

September’s enhancements to the DPMS include improved single-signon features;
smoother, faster slide viewing; and new Pathology Imaging AppStore features for
analytics developers adopting the Open Algorithm Standard. Slideless’ engineers are
providing an open Cloud infrastructure for novel microscope and scanner developers, as
well as a standalone, non-production configuration of the DPMS, for select research
applications.

Slideless' Digital Pathology Management System streamlines the adoption of computer-aided
diagnostics, so Pathologists can get the most out of their investments in slide scanners, storage,
and enterprise IT infrastructure. More info at www.slideless.co, along with previous newsletters
and our free demo app.
Cheers,
Bob, Chris, David, Jeff, and Josh

